Guest Blogging Guidelines and Policy for Living Green and Feeling Seedy

We welcome submissions from guest bloggers at Living Green and Feeling Seedy, please read the following guidelines before submitting your article for review. We will review the article within 7 days of submission and will advise of approval via email to the author and article will be published within 7 days on our website blog www.livinggreenandfeelingseedy.com

Audience – Our target audience includes home gardeners, hobby nursery owners, hobby farm owners, and the interested public.

Wordcount – Please ensure that your article is 500 – 800 words ideally and not more than 1000 words as our online readers will often leave long posts before they finish reading.

Author Bio – We ask that if the author would like to, that they include a headshot or their business logo and include a brief bio to introduce yourself to our readers, ideally no more than 30 words.

Post Topic – We welcome the author to choose the article/post topic but to choose a subject that will be relevant to our readers.

Keywords – Please include keywords relevant to the article written, also any hashtags that would be relevant for social media use.

Article, Editing, Format and Style
- Please write in an easy to understand and relaxed style
- Keep titles short and simple, no longer than 10 words
- All articles on approval for publishing will be edited for correct grammar and format suitable for our website www.livinggreenandfeelingseedy.com, we may also break up long blocks of text to increase readability
- Any photos must be the authors original work or can only be used if the author has the rights to the image and Living Green and Feeling Seedy holds no responsibility for the images supplied and used. Please include a brief caption for the photo and a photo credit if required
- Images must respect the dignity, values, history, religion, and culture of the subject photographed. The photos must also accurately reflect the subject being discussed and not be misleading
- If references or statistics are used, please include a link to the original research on the subject
- Original content, article unpublished on other websites
- The guest blogger only to include one link in the article to their own website
- The article is to be informative to our readers and not to be used to promote products or services that the author may be providing unless agreed to by Living Green and Feeling Seedy

Website and Social Media Sharing – We ask that the author shares their guest post on their website and social media platforms by linking directly from the article on our website www.livinggreenandfeelingseedy.com

Payment – We do not pay our guest bloggers but will share the article via email marketing directly to our subscribers and shared via our social media pages, we ask that the author do the same to help increase exposure for both parties involved.